except that the location of the platform was altered each a variety of basic rules. For instance, the animals will day in a pseudo-random way ( Figure 1A ). We followed have to learn to swim away from the walls (i.e., overcome the trial protocol previously employed for rats with minor thigmotaxis), to climb on the platform once they find it modifications (Steele and Morris, 1999); on each day, (i.e., incentive learning), and most importantly, learn that four trials were given with an intertrial interval of 5 min, there is a single place to escape and that this place and the time needed to reach the platform (escape lavaries from one day to another. Learning these basic tency) was recorded. The mean latencies were relatively rules is the prerequisite for the acquisition of the robust long for the first trial of a day because the animals had memory of the accurate location of the novel platform. no prior knowledge of the platform location. However, In block 1, the effect of the first trials on the mean they can potentially shorten the mean latencies on the latencies of the second trials was minimal. In block 2, second trial based on the memory rapidly acquired durit was more pronounced, but the second trial latencies ing the first visit, and the reduced latencies in the second were still quite long (60 and 59 s for controls and mutrial reflect the "savings" accrued from memory of the tants, respectively), suggesting that the saving was prifirst trial (see Experimental Procedures for more details). marily due to rule learning rather than robust acquisition For the data analysis and presentation, the DMP training of spatial memory. In blocks 3 and 4, the second trial session was subdivided into three blocks of 4 conseculatencies of the mutants remained at the levels attained tive days ( Figure 1B; blocks 1-3) . Similarly, the data in block 2 while those of the control mice progressively obtained during the 4 day-long testing session were shortened, resulting in genotype-specific differences in combined ( Figure 1C ; days 13-16 for block 4). For each saving ( Figure 1E ). Also, the fact that the first trial latenof the four trials (trials 1-4) conducted each day, the cies are the same for both genotypes across all four escape latencies were averaged over multiple animals blocks suggests normal rule learning. These data sugfor each genotype and over the 4 days of each training gest that CA3 NRs are involved primarily in the rapid or testing block.
spatial learning rather than in DMP rule learning. The mean latency curves for the DMP training session (blocks 1-3) and the testing session (block 4) are shown Figures 1B and 1C , respectively. In Figure 1E , the the Memory of Familiar Platform latencies of trials 1 and 2 across the blocks are replotted.
CA3-NR1 KO Mice Are Normal in Recalling in
Locations in the DMP Task There were no significant differences of latencies beOne of the salient features of an association to be tween the two genotypes in any of the trials during the learned rapidly with one trial or one experience is its training session except for a small but significant reducnovelty. In the water maze DMP task, the animals are tion of block 3 trial 2 latencies in the mutants relative required to rapidly and accurately acquire the associato controls. In the testing block, however, the mutants' tion of the novel location of the platform with the configumean latencies of the second and subsequent trials ration of distal cues. In order to investigate further the were clearly longer than controls' mean latencies of the role of the CA3 NR and recurrent network in the noveltycorresponding trials ( Figure 1C) , and the mutants' mean associated mnemonic process, we subjected other sets savings between trials 1 and 2 was significantly shorter of pretrained mice (n ϭ 15 and 13 for mutant and control than the controls' (t test, p Ͻ 0.04). These results are animals, respectively) to a similar testing session except consistent with the interpretation that CA3-NR1 KO mice that on each of the 4 days in block 4 the platform locaare impaired in the rapid acquisition of spatial memory tions were those experienced 4 days earlier during trainof novel locations of the hidden platform with just one ing rather than novel ones ( Figures 1F and 1G) . Under visiting trial. However, prior to making a firm conclusion these conditions, the first trials can serve as a reminder we evaluated several other possibilities. First, Figure 1D of the spatial memory acquired 4 days earlier, and the shows that the saving difference cannot be accounted performance improvement (saving) in the second trials for by a swim speed difference. Second, there is no would reflect the animals' ability to retrieve this refersignificant difference in the time spent near the wall ence memory. As shown in Figure 1F , we observed no between two genotypes ( Figure 1D ), indicating that the difference in the mean latencies of not only first trials mutants' reduced saving is not due to augmented thigbut also of the subsequent three trials between the two motaxis. Third, mutant mice did not search the platform genotypes. Again, no significant differences were obat or near the locations of the previous day any more served in the swim speed ( Figure 1G ), nor the time near than control mice ( Figure 1D ), indicating that the muthe wall (data not shown), nor perseveration index betants' latency prolongations are not due to increased tween the two genotypes (data not shown). memory interference or perseveration. This last point A three-way ANOVA for escape latencies (KO versus is also suggested by the lack of genotype-dependent control X novel versus familiar platform location X trials latency difference in the first trials in which one expects 2-4) based on the data from Figures 1C and 1F revealed memory interference, if any, would be most pronounced a high significance in genotype effect [F (1,220) ϭ 13.4, p Ͻ ( Figure 1E Figures 1D and 1G plex spiking cells were all significantly greater for the (interaction between "genotype" versus "novel versus mutant mice in the novel track compared to the familiar familiar platform location," F (1,220) ϭ 0.02, p ϭ 0.90). These track, while those of the CA1 cells of the control mice data demonstrate differential effects of the CA3 NR did not change significantly upon entry into the novel knockout on the acquisition and retrieval of reference track ( Figures 2B-2D , "Day N"). In contrast, mean inmemory and on the acquisition of single trial memory:
field firing rate was not elevated in the mutants ( Figure  CA3 NRs are dispensable in the acquisition of spatial 2E), indicating that impaired spatial tuning was not simmemory by repeated trials and in its retrieval, but play ply due to over excitation but due specifically to the a crucial role in rapid, one-trial acquisition of accurate enlargement of the field size of the mutant CA1 place memory involving novel and spatially dependent inforcells upon entering into the novel track. mation.
To confirm that the observed impairment in spatial tuning was related to the novelty of exposure, the same Table 1 , under these conditions, we detected place fields were relatively compact in the familiar track no effect of the CA3 NR1 knockout on the basic cellular A for both control and mutant cells ( Figure 2I ), while properties of CA1 pyramidal cells such as spike width, they were spatially less tuned when the mutant mice complex spike index, mean firing rate, and peak firing were exposed to track B for the first time ( Figure . There was no difference in the first trial latencies between the two genotypes, suggesting no effect of the mutation on perseveration. The mutants' second trial latencies dropped in block 2 compared to block 1, but no further shortening was observed in the subsequent blocks. In contrast, controls' second trial latencies continued to drop throughout blocks, resulting in genotype-specific differences. of the day Nϩ1 recording session, suggesting a certain are dispensable for reactivation of established memory representations (Brun et al., 2002). Furthermore, the obconsolidation process is at work between the two sessions.
servation that in mutants, these place cell parameters are normal from the very first moment upon reentry to The results described in this section suggest that mutants' CA1 place cell activities are less spatially tuned the now familiar track or arena which was novel 1 day earlier, indicates that these mice are capable of forming compared to those of control animals, at least during the first 15 min of animals' exploration in a novel region memory representations of novel experiences, although they are impaired in doing so rapidly. of a familiar environment. This spatial tuning impairment is, however, restored by the time the animals explore the same region on the next day through some sort of Discussion consolidation process that occurs during the intervening resting period.
In the present study, we demonstrated that CA3-NR1 KO mice were impaired in the DMP task when the escape Exposure of Mutant Mice to a Novel Environment platform was placed at a novel location and the animals Exhibits Poor Spatial Tuning were required to rapidly incorporate this novel spatially Similar recordings were performed using a single opendependent information into spatial representations of field testing environment. We recorded from CA1 for 20 the environment. In contrast, the behavior of the mutant min as the mutant (n ϭ 6) or control mice (n ϭ 5) explored mice was indistinguishable from the control mice when a novel open arena and compared the data with those previously experienced locations of the platform were obtained when the animals were returned to the same used. These results may relate to the recent finding that environment on the following days. The total numbers rats which received the NR antagonist, AP5, in CA3 of cells recorded were 33 and 43 for day 1, 22 and 36 displayed short-term memory deficit in a task involving for day 2, and 102 and 102 for day 3 and after, for control a novel environment (Lee and Kesner, 2002). We also and mutant animals, respectively. We found that the showed that spatial tuning of CA1 place cell activity in controls' place field sizes were compact on day 1 and the mutant mice was impaired when they visited novel remained compact throughout the subsequent several regions of an environment. This impairment was, howdays, while the mutants' place field sizes were signifi We examined whether the mutant spatial tuning develioral and physiological measurements. In the DMP task, novelty lies in the new associations between the escape oped continuously during the day 1 and day 2 recording sessions or discontinuously between the two sessions.
behavior and spatial locations within the water maze. These spatial behavioral associations were not necesWe found that the levels of mutant spatial tuning were discontinuous between the last 10 min of the day 1 sarily made with novel spatial locations; the novelty arises from the specific conjunction of spatial and nonrecording session (24 cells) and the first 10 min of the day 2 recording session F (1,195) ϭ 1.1, p ϭ 0.29, interaction between genotype and condition, F (3,195) ϭ 1.1, p ϭ 0.34] . that fall between 2 and 15 ms and whose second spike is smaller than the first), whereas putative interneurons had relatively narrow waveforms (peak to trough width Ͻ 240 s) and few if any complex A Delayed Matching-to-Place Task for Mice in Water Maze The task protocol used was similar to that reported for rats (Steele spike bursts (CSI Ͻ 3%). Firing properties of CA1 pyramidal cells were characterized using and Morris, 1999). The water maze (1.6 min in diameter) and its surrounding set up was as previously described (Nakazawa et al., three measures: (1) mean firing rate (Hz), (2) peak firing rate (Hz), and (3) burst spike frequency (%)-percentage of the number of 2002). The experiments were conducted in a series of three phases: (1) pretraining on a cued platform task; (2) training on the delayed spikes involved in a burst relative to the total number of spikes produced by the cell. Those pyramidal cells with mean firing rates matching-to-place (DMP) task; and (3) DMP testing. Throughout training and testing phases, the single escape platform (10 cm in over 0.5 Hz, indicating spatial responsiveness during running, were selected for place field analysis. Individual pixels were excluded if diameter) was located 1.5 cm below the surface of the water, on successive days, in 1 of 16 separate places within the pool, located the animal's total occupancy time within that pixel did not exceed 0.5 s. Spatial tuning of individual cells was assessed by four measymmetrically near the side wall (8 places, outer ring) or near the center (8 places, inner ring) ( Figure 1A) . The centers of these 16 sures: (1) mean in-field firing rate, defined as the average firing rate across all pixels with mean pixel firing rate exceeding 10% of the different places were at least 26.6 cm away from the wall and separated from each other by at least 20 cm. Throughout the three cell's peak firing rate; (2) integrated firing rate, defined as the sum of mean pixel firing rates across pixels; (3) place field size, defined behavioral phases, the locations of the platform were altered from one day to the next in a pseudo-random fashion, and the use of two as the area of pixels whose firing rate exceeding 10% of the peak firing rate; and (4) number of place field peaks ( Figure 2D ). Mean locations in the same quadrant on 2 successive days was avoided. Throughout the experimental phases, the trials began at N, E, S, pixel firing rate was calculated by dividing the total number of spikes detected at a pixel location by the total occupancy time within that and W in a pseudo-random sequence with mice facing the pool wall. The experiment began with pretraining with a cued platform, pixel. Place field peak number analysis was carried out by analyzing the individual firing rate maps of each place cell in the linear track. which lasted for 3 days, four trials per day, with the location of the platform altered each day but marked by an attached flag (10 cm Significant peaks were counted only if their firing rates were above 20% of the cell's peak firing rate. Peaks were identified as local high). The flag was removed the next day (day 1) to begin DMP
